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Even before the 7/17th Cav History was published in the 1992 VHPA (Vietnam Helicopter Pilots
Association) Membership Directory, the entire Project seemed to beg for some sort of
organization. It quickly became apparent that a simple chronological order of the events made
for the best organization. It is also important to make certain that each unit within the Squadron
is included so that the full story is presented versus just the history of one Troop. The following
grid attempts to illustrate these ideas:

The Project began populating the grid with event facts and descriptions based on Vietnam Era
documents and other sources. The primary sources are the individual Troop annual histories
and the quarterly Operation Report – Lessons Learned (ORLL) documents. Sadly there are both
gaps and voids in the archive copies of these documents. For example, Alpha Troop is the only
unit in the Squadron that has a complete set of Annual Histories – this is every year from the
time it formed until it departed Vietnam. Other primary sources include The Vietnam Wall
database, unit orders, unit Morning Reports, the various VHPA helicopter databases, individual
diaries, letters, photos, etc.

It is important to state that the above mentioned grid is roughly equivalent to the Table of
Contents (TOC) in the “Primary History” (hereafter History). The History is physically a Microsoft
Word document. The following is an extract from the actual TOC:

The follow grid attempts to illustrate the effect of ‘populating the grid’ with the unit history and
ORLL source material outlined above:

This illustration easily shows that the documents written by the Squadron Headquarters and
three Air Troops are relatively “detail rich” compared to those from HHT and Delta Troop. This is
not meant to be a derogatory statement but more of a statement of fact. The Vietnam Era
documents either exit or they don’t – they either contain details about specific dated event or
they don’t. They are what they are and the Project has to deal with that fact.

The follow grid attempts to illustrate the effect of ‘populating the grid’ with the next set of primary
source material mentioned earlier. The effects are easy to see! For example, while we know
very little about the actual history of the three Transportation Corps (TC) Detachments, the
VHPA databases contain record after record on individual helicopters and that data came from
reports prepared by those TC Dets as they did their job day after day. This illustration also
shows the number of soldiers Killed In Action (KIA) for the specific month.

At this point the Project has five major components that are ‘summarized’ in the History
document mentioned above. These components are:
1. A collection of paper copies of Vietnam Era unit histories, ORLLs, Morning Reports, etc.
2. Electronic copies of various VHPA databases.
3. The “Primary History” document.
4. A “Leadership Roster” maintained in a separate Microsoft Word document.
5. The Honor Roll of our KIAs.
While each component has a value all its own, the sum or collection of all the parts is impessive.

The following illustration attempts to describe the full scope of the Project which is the complete
history of the 7/17th Cavalry Squadron in Vietnam.

It is important to note that the History document takes good advantage of Microsoft Word’s
automatic Table of Contents and keyword indexing features. In effect the History is a
chronological listing of facts. Examples of facts are: A Troop relocated to Ban Me Thuot East
on …, SGT Stanton died on …, OH-6A #123 crashed on …, Major so-in-so assumed command
of B Troop on …, the following soldiers were promoted to SGT E-5 on …, etc.

Now we get to the best part!
When the Project had matured to the point just described – a fully indexed chronological listing
of facts; it was finally ready to the best part – the recording of each individual’s first person
accounts!

From the time it was published in 1992 up until about the time of the first Ruthless Riders
Reunion in Radcliff, KY the Project only included maybe a dozen first person accounts. That all
quickly changed! A few people had a copy of the 1992 publication but most, especially former
enlisted men didn’t. In those days it was relatively easy to print all 150 or so pages of the
“Primary History” and have it in a three-ring notebook for people to review.
About the same time (approximately the early 1990s) the VHPA Directory Committee developed
some “database mining tools” to extract details from a collection of electronic database of
Vietnam Era aircraft maintenance, battle damage, accident, and loss records and then “write”
paragraphs. These tools “printed” Volumes I and II of the VHPA Historical Reference Directory
in 1994 and 1995. The 7/17th Cav Project took those tools to the next level and applied them to
the 700+ 7/17th Cav helicopter records in the 250,000+ records in the VHPA databases. The
following is an example of a paragraph “written” into the History for the month of November,
1967 by these tools:
On the 8th, the VHPA Helicopter database has an accident record for C Troop OH-6A
#65-12990 flown by CPT C.C. Holcomb who sustained injuries. The decoded details of
the record state that this was a combat mission and the accident summary reads: ‘On
takeoff from an aircraft carrier, the aircraft assumed a nose low attitude and flew into the
water. The aircraft flight controls checked out okay.’
Over the years five people read the above mentioned paragraph and then said, “Let me tell you
what I remember about that incident?” Their comments are first person accounts. They were
written down and inserted into the History.

So what are the rules for submitting First Person Accounts?
1. The priority is to include as many ‘balanced’ first person accounts as possible in this History
without regard to the rank or the position of the person. The first rule is simple - if the
account is important to someone who served in the Squadron, then it is important to the
Project. A former PVT E-2 jeep driver, infantryman, cook, clerk, (you name it) with a story he
wants included or a former squadron commander’s story; they are equally important.
2. The term ‘balanced’ has more to do with the length of the material submitted than the breath
of subjects mentioned. Some people write very wordy narratives on just one or two subjects.
Sometimes these wordy narratives must be edited so they are ‘clear, concise, and complete.’
Having said that, it is also important for the History to include more than one person’s
thoughts or memories on a given subject or event. A good example might be a fire fight
involving the Blues. There could easily be 20+ men involved on the ground and an equal
number in helicopters overhead. Each man’s memory of that battle is worthy of being written
down and inserted in the History.
3. Concerning which subjects are addressed - priority is give to recording details about events
where someone died, where someone was doing an important mission, where an aircraft
was destroyed, a significant battle was fought, or where the story will really illuminate the ‘life
and times’ of the Cav at that moment in time. Since the History is indexed by names, we
encourage the person telling the story to name anyone and everyone involved in the event.
Everyone likes to see his name mentioned someplace!
4. It is also important to be realistic about each person’s view of the same event. Two men in
the same helicopter and on the ground together can remember the events of that day
differently. The Project’s job is not to judge which is right or even more correct. The Project’s
duty is to record each man’s story accurately as that man describes it.
5. There is only one hard and fast rule concerning first person accounts – you can’t say
something bad about another man. The most negative thing you can say is words to the
effect like, “I didn’t like CPT Mike Law.” You can’t say things like “CPT Mike Law was a
coward, a terrible pilot, and a worthless drunk.” Even if all those things are true, those
comments will not be included in the History.
6. Since readers usually start reading about the time they joined the squadron, this is easily
accommodated because the History is built in chronological order. While it is nice if the
person can date a story when it is added to the History (i.e. 13 January 1968), we insert it
someplace in January, 1968 even if the person only guesses on the month. Sometimes it is
good to use the leadership roster to help the person select the date. Sometimes we ask
questions like “Well, was it near Christmas?” “Was it after your R&R, if so when did you go?”
Generally if someone is telling a story about when they got wounded, the date is well known
or they have a set of orders assigning them to a hospital.
7. The goal is to index on the following:







Each person who served in the 7/17th Cav.
Each non-7/17th Cav unit mentioned.
Each location mentioned.
Each specific 7/17th Cav aircraft mentioned by aircraft type and tail number.
Each significant event mentioned. Special attention will be given to troop relocations,
major battles, and unique events such as when B Troop shot the tiger or A Troop’s
messhall was destroyed by fire.
Each 7/17th Cav patch or troop name or radio call sign when it is first mentioned.

What About Pictures?
While it is technically easy to insert a picture into the Word document that is the History and to
index that photo, the resulting Word file gets very large and manipulating it gets difficult.
Therefore only recently were pictures inserted into the History.
Now that the History will be printed to Portable Document Format (PDF) files and only printed to
paper as needed, pictures are more than welcome. Having said that, it is prudent to select only
one or two pictures for a given event and then more recognizable individuals in a picture – the
more valuable it becomes to the History.

